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As part of this month’s Wargaming
Around the World theme, gaming
polymath Barry Hilton takes a broad
look at the international perspective
of our hobby via the show/convention
circuit, and an introspective look at
where we find ourselves in a ‘newnormal’ world.
Having spent the last eighteen months
going nowhere, it is a touch ironic
to be reflecting on the international
perspective of our hobby. Prior to our
current purdah I felt qualified to do so,
and it is interesting to ponder on whether
attitudes have changed during such a
protracted period of restriction. If most
commercial organizations are to be
believed, the hobby has experienced an
extended Indian Summer, perhaps even a
renaissance since March 2019. A pastime
ideally suited to being anti-social has
been invigorated by official government
health endorsement: “Stay home and
paint!”, I paraphrase.
Disposable income usually earmarked
elsewhere has poured into the coffers of
the trade. Although the 2020 show circuit
contained as many dates as ABBA’s
Millennial tour, wargaming’s collective
carbon footprint has probably increased
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because of a spike in home deliveries. It
seems we are buying a lot of stuff. It is
apposite to pause and take stock. Where
are we? And more importantly, where are
we going?
In addition to Covid, other macro
factors have conspired to disrupt our
conservative-minded little backwater.
International disharmony has been seeded
through the imposition of what may
be perceived as bandit taxes arbitrarily
and sometimes retrospectively levied
on products originating in the UK. The
fire of Europe’s wargamers has been
understandably, if erroneously, trained
upon British vendors who have become
collateral damage in an economic war.
Regardless of party affiliation, Le Brexit
has made international wargaming trade
and travel prohibitively burdensome.
Whatever the benefits of the decision,
none seem to have percolated into the
hobby’s collective orbit.
Punitive additional charges are applied
randomly by officials in every country.
I have documentary evidence of no less
than 150% in Italy. That is not a misprint.
International shipments frequently go
missing, are withheld, or returned to
sender. Glittering calendar events on both

sides of La Manche have been diminished
or scrapped altogether. This is one of
the biggest tragedies. Many UK traders
rightly refuse to jump the Becher’s Brook
of paperwork to set up shop in mainland
Europe, thus compounding perceptions
of rejection and resentment from our
continental comrades. Counting the
number of spears remaining in stock in
an HMRC shed at Dover is no one’s idea
of a good day out. The thought of some
overzealous official, pen torch clamped
betwixt teeth, snapping on his rubber
gloves is making my eyes water right
now. If anyone can point out how this
has benefited the hobby, I am willing to
be educated. Despite these straits, I sense
the international wargaming fraternity
has come closer together during the
disruption of the last twenty months.
Whether togetherness has been positively
enabled by technologies such as Zoom
or galvanised by fear of falling prey
to marauding gangs of noisy anti-wartoy zealots, is unclear. Though hobby
extinction fears abide, and increasing
numbers of us signal mass migration into
retiral by spending more time on social
media, I believe the kids are alright (for
now at least).

ARE WE SO DIFFERENT?

How public events are managed and
promoted is one area of contrast.
Sometimes the clue is in the name. In the
UK we call them shows: in the US they
are conventions. The North American
experience is distinctly more immersive.
Residential, social, interactive, and
relaxed. Ironically for the world’s premier
capitalist economy, North Americans
seem to place lower emphasis on
commercialism in their gaming musters;
much more Waltons than Wall Street.
UK shows tend to be shorter, can be more
transactional, more overtly commercial,
and have a higher degree of bling. The
root of some of these differences is
geographical. The UK often has more
than a dozen shows within a 50-mile
radius over the course of a year. Most
people travel less than two hours to
attend and go home after spending all
their cash on stuff they don’t need.
This luxury is not available in the US
meaning; assembly for three to four
days with all the associated organizing,
socializing, and intense gaming creates a
completely different vibe. The effort of
being together drives a desire to squeeze
every last drop of enjoyment from the
whole experience and not just zip in and

around
the world

Focusing my attention for the moment
on the subject of pan-world wargaming.
I have ruminated on the topic before;
in particular, comparing US and UK
attitudes to all things-hobby. Like any
issue, it can be more entertaining to focus
on the differences than the similarities.
Having diced and traded with gamers
from many countries, it is safe to say that
regardless of Denominación de Origen,
we have much more in common than we
have differences. That is not to say there
are none, but the average gamer from
Anytown seems to have the same DNA as
their contemporary from Toutville.
Above: Donnybrook participation gaming at Historicon, 2017.

out then dash home to sniff the purchases
in front of the telly. I suspect if the UK
was the size of Russia and the US the size
of California the pattern would reverse.
Leaving aside the geographical influence,
other differences exist but their root
is harder to pin down. Long discarded
British words like turnpike and highway
linger in the former colonies and may
offer a clue. Perhaps American attitudes
to game aesthetics stay firmly rooted in
the past, whilst in the UK trends move
on more quickly. Although spectacular
games can be seen at US conventions, a
significant proportion would not look out
of place at British shows of the 1980s
or 1990s. This is no accident or lack of
artistry but a conscious choice. For some
reason, many American gamers cling
doggedly to the past in look at least. It is
not retro, but more the prevailing style,
and this is distinctly out of step with what
is popular in many UK games.
It is useful to contrast two of the largest
and best European gaming events with
those in the UK. Hamburg’s Tactica has
the feel of a largish provincial British

Above: Beneath the Lilly Banners participation gaming at Tactica, 2016.

show and often reminds me of the old
Triples venue in Sheffield both in look
and ambience. It is usually rammed to
the gunwales with people, traders, and
games. The level of enthusiasm from
participants mirrors and matches that
of Historicon in the US. Its Hanseatic
location unsurprisingly attracts large
numbers of northern Europeans (normally
known for their low-reactor attitudes).
The two-day format might be expected
to calm everyone’s jets a little bit further,
but it always feels unusually frenetic
until the late afternoon of day two. Lots
of shouting, cheering, and whooping
accompanies play, and the claustrophobic
nature of the venue makes the relentless
background hum of voices almost
oppressive. The club managing the event
applies the most stringent entry criteria
for exhibitors I am aware of. This means
the quality of games is consistently
high. Perhaps there is a lesson in
there in terms of value for money for
the paying punters, but in the UK the
counterargument is frequently deployed
to say that such a policy makes the hobby
inaccessible and elitist. We still like our

fair share of minimalism. That leads
down another highly contentious rabbit
hole - when does a wargame cease to be
a wargame and become an exhibit? One
for another day. Tactica has a distinctly
different ambience to most British
shows but disorientates through its many
similarities, a bit like Brits driving in the
Irish Republic - its feels like home but
isn’t. It is a great advert for the hobby,
and although there is normally a strong
British representation there, some of the
finest tables I have seen are the creations
of German, Swedish, Dutch, and Belgian
gamers whose public display standards
are really top notch.
Anyone who has visited Crisis in
Antwerp must surely lament its absence
from the calendar. Despite its gloomy
and cavernous location in an old
Scheldt-side warehouse, it truly is a
gem event. On every level it sets the
benchmark. The organization is peerless.
The Trade, up until the combined
blight of Covid and Brexit, was a rich
mixture of the best Europe can offer.
The games also provided a wonderful
cross section of the finest available.
The event can be encapsulated in the
approach of a single club - The Red
Barons of Ghent - whom I have often

admired eating cheese, quaffing fine
wine, and dining out like 18th Century
aristocrats watching a battle. Maybe
Oddball was once a member of the club.
Anyone who can take our hobby to that
level of civilization and still produce
a wonderful game demands a salute!
The large scale bonhomie of Crisis is
unforced and really does stand out as an
exemplar of how it should be done. We
are collectively poorer for its temporary
loss from the calendar and must hope
that this interruption in service is
nothing more protracted. Crisis has
something for everyone and for me is
the yardstick against which every other
event gets measured. Even if I never
get to trade there again, I will definitely
revisit to put on a game when the current
madness subsides.
STEPPING INTO
THE NEW NORMAL
As I sit in a Docklands hotel room on
the eve of the twice postponed Salute
2020, I am curious to see if the normal
frenzy will be diminished by all the
previously mentioned travails. This will
be my first hobby event in the Age of
Covid and, although reports from several
re-emergent shows so far have been

Above: Running Waterloo in 2015 for 16 players.

positive, I admit to being a tad nervous. I
will mask up all day. Our demographic is
more than averagely vulnerable, and I do
not share the blasé confidence in doublevax I see around me ...
... and, with 24 hours gone since the
show ended, it is clear our world has
changed significantly. Full marks to
South London Warlords for a gallant
attempt at maintaining normality. Same
venue, same layout, but the differences
were both glaring and jarring. Mandatory
production of vaccination passports on
entry to ExCel had me pondering how
many visitors failed at the first fence
to get inside. I am sure a few arrived
without double-vax passport barcode
at the ready. The crowds were much
thinner than usual and foreign voices
in the throng were barely to be heard.
The vast exhibition space was missing a
significant number of traders, which was
impossible to ignore. If the grapevine is
reliable, the majority of absences appear
to have been Covid related. The most
damaging shortfall lay in the paucity
of games. So many clubs decided to
stay away, and this created massive
areas of the hall with absolutely nothing
happening. I overheard one wag describe
these as ‘valleys of death’. The Warlords

had done much to energize the event
and were even more visible than normal,
but conclusions will be drawn. Many
traders seem to be thriving online. Even
conservative-minded gamers have been
forced to become tech-savvy during
lockdowns, so it may be that from now
on shows will become smaller from
the trade perspective. Although many
ignored the best practice health advice
and breathed all over the rest of us, a
significant number of our brethren clearly
decided mass gathering is too risky and
didn’t bother going at all.
As this was the first truly international
post-Brexit opportunity to come together,
it was obvious European visitors voted
with their feet whether for commercial or
health reasons. My understanding is that
traditionally up to 25% of Salute footfall
is international. Recovering that might
be a challenge solely from domestic
backfill, particularly with parking in
excess of £20 per shot. A final thought is
the timing of the next event - less than six
months away. I understand there may be
commercial imperatives but is this wise
without some recutting of the format?
This event will have an impact on both
the attitudes of punters and companies
going forward.
TELLING TALES
FROM A LEAD MULE
Staying with the international theme,
a conversation with an Irish gamer
at Salute provided an insight into the
nascent gaming scene in the Republic.
He was the ‘lead mule’ sent from Dublin
with a shopping list as long as your
favourite Irish pub story. He said the
hobby was relatively new in Ireland,
and although existing in pockets for
some time, the growing awareness of
Irish connections in global wars was
proving interesting to small clubs and
groups springing up mostly around the
capital. Refreshingly, he said he was in
the minority as most of his club members
were female. That is a trend where the
UK is markedly out of step. In the US it
is common to see a much wider gender
and ethnic mix at conventions. This
is true to a lesser extent in European
countries too. The UK hobby remains
doggedly white, male, and over 45.
Not healthy for reasons too myriad to
mention.
As the rest of society levels up and
attempts to become more inclusive,
it is quite easy to see how our divine
passion has a massive PR challenge on
its collective hands. Many genres of the
hobby are based around small forces of
Europeans killing, exploiting, or otherwise
subjugating people of colour. Of course,
not all wargaming follows this pattern, but
I can imagine the reaction of my twentysomething daughter’s peer group when

watching old white men fiddling with
toys depicting Darkest African adventures
or Middle Eastern harems. There are
boards on international fora dedicated
to nude figures, and more worryingly,
some companies continue to market
provocative schoolgirl miniatures, which
by any standard fall into the category of
extremely suspect. I rebut any charge of
being a melting snowflake, but from the
outside, there is quite a bit that doesn’t
look that wholesome in our kingdom.
TURNING TO TECH
Technology has been very useful to my
own wargaming efforts during the Age
of Covid. What started as a novelty
game using Microsoft Teams has turned
into a weekly feature that the gang has
been enjoying for nearly a year. Having
the game set up and umpired by me
with players calling their moves and
throwing dice has been eco-friendly,
easy to do, allowed us to have the odd
glass of wine without fear of Police
Scotland intervening, and saved long
journeys home. I have also delivered
some Zoom seminars for various hobby
organizations and reached people who
might not normally have been in my
social sphere. Even after the lifting of
travel restrictions, there was no clamour
within our circle to return to face to face.
This has been a welcome innovation for
our group, and I am certain we are not
alone. A very positive innovation.

THE ROAD AHEAD
I conclude that alongside the gradual
changes taking place in our hobby, the
last twenty months have opened new
avenues of bigger change, hastened
existing change trends, and presented us
with challenges that cannot be ignored.
Wargaming is truly international, is
in various stages of growth and decay
depending on genre and location, and
will continue to veer in and out of the
searchlight of political correctness for
reasons genuine or manufactured. In a
year when we’ve lost some of our finest,
it is important to recognize that in its
various and wonderful forms, it has seen
many of us through some long, dark
times and remains the finest pastime that
can be enjoyed across an entire lifetime.
It must, however, continue to selfevaluate, change, and innovate if it is to
remain in rude health.

Above: Gaming via MS Teams, 2021.

Above: Waterloo 200th anniversary game, Derby.

